GREATER ACCRA REGIONAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
GHANA HEALTH SERVICE

DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT TEMA WEST
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

BAATSONA
BAATSONA POLICE STATION
RESOLVE MEDICAL CENTER
COLLINS DAWUDA
KOTOBAABI NO 2 SCHOOL
MUNICIPAL ASSEMBLY
TEXPO MARKET

HALCROW
TEMA POLYCLINIC
ITALIAN FLAT
GFHA CLINIC
APONKYE CLINIC
INTERNATIONAL MARITIME HOS.
COM 3 DZATABU

LASHIBI
KLAGON CHPS
KLAGON MEDICAL CENTER
C&J DIAGNOSTIC AND MEDICAL CENTER
SHALOM SPOT
CORPUS CHRISTY SCHOOL

SAKUMONO
SAKUMNO HEALTH CENTRE
SAKUMONO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
BETHLEHEM PRAYER CAMP
CHAPEL SQUARE
ASO PROCHONA
MAHOGANY STREET

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

GA CENTRAL

KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

ABLEKUMA

FANMILK HEALTH CENTRE
AMOAH HOSPITAL
FATHER GRAHAM
OLEBU MASALACHI
AGAPE PARK

ANYAA

NIC TAXI RANK
ANYAA CHPS COMPOUND
ANYAA MARKET
MARY LUCY HOSPITAL
A LANG TAXI RANK
CHRISTIAN WAY SCHOOL

CHANTAN

ISRAEL HEALTH CENTRE
TABORA HEALTH CENTRE
RACE COURSE MEDICAL CENTRE
BETMIS MATERNITY HOME
LIZSCHOOL MEDICAL CENTRE

SOWUTUOM

APPOSTOLIC CHURCH JAH LOVE
SANTA MARIA METHODIST CHURCH
UPTOWN OUTREACH
AGBEVE HOSPITAL
DESERET HOSPITAL

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
Greater Accra Regional Health Directorate
Ghana Health Service

Deployment of COVID-19 Vaccination in Greater Accra Region

District: Ayawaso West
Know your Vaccination Centre

Legon
University Hospital, Legon
University of Ghana Medical Centre
Acacia Medical Centre
Obaatampa Hospital/Pharmacy

Roman Ridge
Nyaho Medical Centre
Claron Health International

Dzorwulu
Cosmopolitan Clinic
Martins Medical/Pharmacy

Abelenkpe
Egon German Clinic
Col Tetteh CHPS/Pharmacy

Westlands
Medifem Hospital
Westland Garden’s CHPS/Pharmacy

Vaccination starts from 2nd March, 2021
GREATER ACCRA REGIONAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
GHANA HEALTH SERVICE

DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

ACCRA METRO
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

OKAIKOI SOUTH
KANESHIE POLYCLINIC
KANESHIE MEDICAL CENTER
DIVINE GRACE MATERNITY HOME
FAITH MISSION HOSPITAL
RABENRICH MATERNITY HOME
THERESA CLINIC
EDEN FAMILY HOSPITAL
LIGHTHOUSE MISSION HOSPITAL
HOLYTRINITY HOSPITAL
LAKESIDE HOSPITAL
BLESSINGS CLINIC
POLICE DEPO
COCOA CLINIC
HOBAT CLINIC

ASHIEDU KETEKE
FREEMAN METHODIST
ROYAL
JAMESTOWN POLICE STATION
MAKOLA STATIC
JAMESTOWN MATERNITY
PML HOSPITAL
APOSTOLIC CHURCH
OLD FADAMA CLINIC
OKOMFO SARPEI
KORLE NORLE CWC SITE

ABLEKUMA SOUTH
MAMPROBI HOSPITAL
CHORKOR COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADWOA BOATEMAA CLINIC
CHORKOR POLICE STATION
MAMPROBI POLICE STATION
KORLE BU POLICE STATION
MT ZION METHODIST KORLE GONNO
MAMPROBI CLUSTER OF SCHOOL

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

LEDZOKUKU
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

TESHIE NORTH
LEKMA HOSP (STATIC)
MANKA MISSION HOSP
AGLEZAA CHPS
ZONGO CHPS
CAMP2 CHPS
ADJORMAN CHPS
ANOMANTU CHPS
TSUIBLEO0 (TOTAL FILLING STATION)
MARTETYMAN CHPS

TESHIE SOUTH
FAMILY HEALTH HOSP (STATIC)
TESHIE COMMUNITY CLINIC (STATIC)
KPESHIE MATERNITY HOME (STATIC)
MARAWO CHPS
SENEGAL CHPS

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

GA EAST

KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

- DOME RCH
- GRUSHE PARK/ FAITH MATERNITY
- DOME COMMUNITY CLINC
- GAEC HOSPITAL
- HAATSO MATERNITY
- GA EAST MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
- ASHONGMAN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
- ABOKOBI HEALTH CENTRE
- ABLOR ADJEI ASSEMBLY MAN'S HOUSE
- TAIFA POLYCLINIC
- KWABENYA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
- TAIFA ADJEI TOP STATION

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
LA DADEKOTOPON
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

LA SOUTH
LA GENERAL POLYCLINIC
DOCTORS ON DUTY CLINIC
OLYMPIA BUS STATION

TENASHIE
POLICE HOSPITAL
OSU CHILDREN'S HOME

LA NORTH
MUNICIPAL ASSEMBLY
NATIVITY CHURCH
ARAKAN MEDICAL CENTRE

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
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DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
KPONE KATAMANSO
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

APOLLONIA SUB MUNICIPAL
ABOAGYIWAA
KUBEKRO NO. 1 MATERNITY
N&T CLINIC

GBESTILE
GBETSIILE CLINIC
1 MRS
NEWCRYSTAL HOSPITAL
ECCLESIA HOSPITAL
25 COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
PERFECT HANDS HOSPITAL
SPEED MEDICAL CENTER
YELLOW SIGNBOARD CWC
KAKASUNANKA NO. 1-ASSEMBLYMAN’S HOUSE
US/ DAMSIE POINT
PURE OIL STATION/ CWC POINT
SOLDIERLINE JADELESS SCHOOL
BEDIAKO CHPS COMPOUND
NOBLE KIDS SCHOOL
SAKI CHIEF’S PALACE
KAKASUNANKA NO. 2/ADOM HERBAL
OFFICER’S QUARTERS- MICHEL CAMP
BUMPER, DEBEST SCHOOL,
SANCO CATHOLIC CHURCH

KPONE
KPONE POLYCLINIC
FAITH MEDICAL CENTRE
ATLANTIS CLINIC
NADELA HOSPITAL
ALL CARE MEDICAL CENTRE
DARKWA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
APEMAAME CWC
ABLOKYI PLAN
SHANGHAI CWC
KOKOMPE CWC
KPOI- ETE
TULAKU
KUFFOUR ESTATE
COMMUNITY 25 GAS DOWN
KOKOMPE BOLA TOP

OYIBI
OYIBI HEALTH CENTRE
BAWALESIE CLINIC
SEDUASE CHIPS COMPOUND
VALLEY VIEW UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
AHUZA CWC
ERASMUS CWC
KAS VALLEY
BUSH CANTREEN
SAVIOUR COMMUNITY CHURCH
AGRIC HOUSE
AYENSU ESTATE
HANOMAN PRIMARY SCHOOL

ZENU
ZENU HEALTH CENTRE
GENERAL FAMILY HOSPITAL
GLADDYGAARIE CLINIC
MOTHER OF GOD CLINIC
PEACELAND CWC
ARKPEPE MATERNITY CLINIC
DAMSITE CWC
SWITZERLAND
NEW YORK STATION
JERUSALEM NO. 2
BBC CWC
UNIQUE CLINIC
CHIEF BELLO CWC
GATEWAY CWC
PURE GRACE CWC
JERRY ASSEMBLYMAN’S HOUSE
MOTHER LOVE CWC
PEACELAND OSOFOS HOUSE
DIVINE HEALERS CHURCH

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021

COVAX
CEPI
Gavi
World Health Organization
USAID
CDC
JSI
PATH
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

GA SOUTH
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

AMANFRO
GA SOUTH MUNICIPAL ASSEMBLY
AMANFRO POLYCLINIC
RESSURECTION CHURCH
FRANBEL HOSPITAL

BORTIANOR
BORTIANOR POLYCLINIC
APLAUKU HEALTH CENTER
ALL FAITH HOSPITAL
ACCRA WEST MEDICAL CENTER

OBOM
OBOM HEALTH CENTER
KWAME ANUM HEALTH CENTER
HOBOR CHPS
MAGO MATERNITY HOME
HONI CHPS
BALAGONO CHPS
OSOFO LARTEY CHPS

KOKROBITE
KOKROBITE HEALTH CENTER
TUBA COMMUNITY CLINIC
LANGBA CHPS
OSHIE CHPS
MOUNTAIN VIEW HOSPITAL
FINNEY HOSPITAL

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
ABLEKUMA NORTH
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

ODORKOR
ROCK HOSPITAL

SOUTH ODORKOR
ADAMS FAMILY MATERNITY HOME
NEW GENERATION HOSPITAL

DARKUMAN
MAB INTERNATIONAL HOSPITAL
ELSHADAI CLINIC
ATTU CLINIC

KWASHIEMAN
BRAZZA MATERNITY HOME

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

KORLE KLOTTEY
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

ADABRAKA
- ADABRAKA POLYCLINIC
- MTTD (POLICE BARRACKS)
- ODORNA CLINIC
- ACCRA PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

NORTH RIDGE
- IRAN CLINIC
- GARH, RIDGE

TEMA STATION
- PARLIAMENT CLINIC
- TEMSA STATION CLINIC
- CIVIL SERVICE POLYCLINIC
- BOB FREEMAN CLINIC

OSU
- OSU GOVERNMENT MATERNITY HOME
- TRUST HOSPITAL, OSU
- VRA HOSPITAL

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021

COVAX
WORLD BANK GROUP
CEPI
Gavi
World Health Organization
unicef
USAID
CDC
JSI
PATH
GREATER ACCRA REGIONAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
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DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

KROWOR
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

KROWOR SOUTH
CLEANTOWN HEALTH CENTER
YEIKONA CHPS
SHARON

KROWOR NORTH
END-POINT CLINIC
INKOOM HOSPITAL
LEKMA POLYCLINIC
DANPONG HOSPITAL

KROWOR CENTRAL
CMC
AUTHORITY
ZONGO CHPS

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
GREATER ACCRA REGIONAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
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DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
OKAIKO NORTH
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

ACHIMOTA
ACHIMOTA HOSPITAL
MIDWAY HOSPITAL
LAPAZ COMMUNITY HOSPITAL ANNEX
ACHIMOTA SCHOOL POLICE STATION
KISSEMAN MARKET
ACHIMOTA TERMINAL CLINIC

ABEKA
ANKAM MEDICAL CENTRE
PRINCE OF PEACE MATERNITY HOME
MOSQUE
METHODIST CHURCH
OPMAN CLINIC
ABOTARE ROYAL
GOLDEN AGE CLINIC
EMMANUEL HOSPITAL
EDUCATION DIRECTORATE
TESANO POLICE STATION

AKWETEYMAN
LAPAZ COMMUNITY HOSPITAL MAIN
LAPAZ MARKET
NKORDASUSA PENTECOST CHURCH
AL AYAR HOSPITAL
ACHIMOTA MARKET
ALOGOOGIE CHPS
CAC CHPS

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
GREATER ACCRA REGIONAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
GHANA HEALTH SERVICE

DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
ABLEKUMA CENTRAL
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

ST MARTIN HOSPITAL, SHUKURA
BARNOR HOSPITAL
PPAG CLINIC
MARKEY HOSPITAL
PRIMECARE HOSPITAL
ZOTI HOSPITAL
MATAHEKO POLICE STATION
SALVATION CLUSTER OF SCHOOL

VACCINATION STARTS FROM
2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
ASHAIMAN
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

MANTSEMAN
TRINITY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
VALCO FLAT MARKET
MALI ESTATES
JERICHO POLICE STATION
METHODIST CHPS
ZONE 2 CHPS
RHEMA CHURCH
KUBEQOA CHPS
LESAKAN SCHOOL COMPLEX
DAM SITE
ASYIRI NYARKO SCHOOL
MOTHER OF GOD HOSPITAL
VALCO FLAT CHPS
JERICHO HEALTH CENTER
NYAMBEKERE CLINIC
ST. MINA AXNEK

NIIMAN
NEW EDEN CLINIC
NI AMUI PARK CHPS
STAR SCHOOL
OFFICIAL TOWN LORRY STATION
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL HOSPITAL
NEW TOWN STATION
TEMA RIDGE SCHOOL
ESTHER TRA CLINIC
COM. 22 MARKET
CHRISTIAN VILLAGE CHPS
COMM. 22 POLICE NATION
BETTER GHANA BRIDGE CHPS
MOTHER LOVE CLINIC
COMM. 22 POLyclINIC

BLAKPATSONA
KAKETO POLICE STATION
ASHAIMAN MUNICIPAL ASSEMBLY
ASHASEC
ST. MINA MAIN CLINIC
MAIN MARKET
OFFICIAL TOWN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHIEF PALACE
NYHIRA CLINIC
CELESTIAL SCHOOL COMPLEX
MAIN STATION
ADAKORZE CHPS
HAPPY'S STORE INFRONT

TSINAI AGBE
ASHAIMAN POLyclINIC
ZONGOLAKA
DARKEN MEDICAL HOSPITAL
ST. FLORENCE CLINIC
POLICE STATION MAIN
ST. MARY'S SCHOOL
NIGHT MARKET
TSINAI AGBE CHPS
PRESBY SCHOOL
LOW COST CHPS
KUFFOUR STATION
NEW DZWILHints HOSPITAL
CLUSTER OF SCHOOLS

MAAMOMO
MAAMOMO CHPS
PRINCE MEDICAL CENTER
OKANTA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
AFEDYO CLINIC
AMO DOKU CHPS
MEXICO CHPS
ROMAN CHPS
FORBON CLINIC
ASENBU BRIDGE CHPS

AMUI DJOR
BERNAI HOSPITAL
TULAKU HEALTH CENTER
BLESSED CLEMENTINA SCHOOL
SUB. MUNICIPAL OFFICE
MIDDLE EAST CHPS
FITTER LINE CHPS
CHINA MALL
TROTRO STATION

GBEMI
BRITANNIA MEDICAL HOSPITAL
MANSILA SCHOOL
POLICE STATION
TSUI BLEO CLINIC
ASANTECH
HOLY CHILD SCHOOL
ADONAI MOTHERITY CLINIC
ST. MARTINS HOSPITAL

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
**GREATER ACCRA REGIONAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE**
GHANA HEALTH SERVICE

**DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION**

**DISTRICT: ADENTAN**

**KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE**

**NII ASHALE**
- Botwe Health Centre (Static)
- Ogbojo Polyclinic (Static)

**GBENTANAA**
- Frafraha Health Centre (Static)
- Mother Love Hospital (Mobile)
- Adenta Clinic (Static)

**KOOSE**
- Abraha Health Centre (Static)
- Amamfrom Health Centre (Static)

**SUTSURUNA**
- Adiriganor Health Centre (Static)
- Tsumesiwa Hospital (Static)
- Ghana Canada Medical Centre (Mobile)

**VACCINATION STARTS FROM**
2ND MARCH, 2021

[Logos of COVAX, CEPI, Gavi, World Health Organization, USAID, CDC, JSI, PATH]
GREAT ACCRA REGIONAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
GHANA HEALTH SERVICE

DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

LA NKWANTANANG MADINA
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

NKWANTANANG

MADINA MARKET
MADINA ZONAL COUNCIL
MADINA POLyclINIC - KEKELE
CHIEF'S PALACE LA-NKWANTANANG
AVIATION
DELA CHPS
MIGHTY CLINIC
CENTRAL MOSQUE - MASALACHIE
REDCO WARE HOUSE
NKWANTANANG 1
NKWANTANANG 2
DOKU CLINIC - VOLTA LANE

SOCIAL WELFARE

PENTECOST HOSPITAL
MASALACHIE CHPS
PASSION CLINIC
AGBOBLOBLAW CHPS - TOWN
BENNETTE CLINIC
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL CHPS
SOCIAL WELFARE CHPS
BABAYARA CHPS -PENTECOST
ZION CHPS
ESISIM HOSPITAL

PANTANG

PANTANG HOSPITAL
NYAMEKROM
TEIMAN CHPS - CHIEF PALACE
TEIMAN CHPS COMPOUND
BARRIER CHPS - MMD MOSES HOSPITAL
BARRIER CHPS - INFORMATION CENTER
OYARIFA CHPS - GRAVEL PIT
OYARIFA CLINIC
SANFORD CLINIC
SWAN CLINIC
Sekora CHPS - AMERICA WOMAN'S HOUSE
GREATER GRACE HOSPITAL
FOOS OTHOPEDICS HOSPITAL
PANTANG JUNCTION

DANFA

DANFA HEALTH CENTER
GHANA FLAG CHPS- GREEN LAWN
GHANA FLAG CHPS- SPECIAL ICE
YARD-NEW ADOTEIMAN
AYI MENSAR SCHOOL
DANFA POLICE STATION
CHIEFS HOUSE
AFRICAN HOUSING
AYIOGE TOWN
HABITAT A AND B
PENTECOST CHURCH
ADOTEIMAN ZONGO
DANFA SITE C
ADOTEIMAN METHODIST
OTINIBI
AYACOURT

TATANAA

MADINA POLyclINIC -RAWLINGS CIRCLE
MADINA PRECINCT CHURCH
WASHINGTON - ZONGO
NORTH LEGON HOSPITAL
LYBIA QUARTERS
BAPTIST SCHOOL - ZONGO
ABREWA
MELCOM CHPS
ST. BARBARA
DANFENC
UPSA CLINIC
LYBIA QUARTERS
BAPTIST

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
ABLEKUMA WEST
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

DANSOMAN POLYCLINIC
ROYAL MMR (SAINT MARTINS)
CENTRAL DANSOMAN CLINIC

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT
GA WEST
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

AMASAMAN
- GA WEST MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
- AFRAKOMAH COMMUNITY CLINIC
- M&D HOSPITAL (ANNEX)
- SARPEIMAN CHIEF PALACE
- AMASAMAN LORRY STATION

ODUMAN
- ODUMAN POLYCLINIC
- OBEYEYIE H/C
- AKRAMAMAN CHPS
- JOMA CHPS
- NSAKINA CHPS
- KEMET HOSPITAL
- OSAG HOSPITAL

KOTOKU
- KOTOKU H/C
- M&D HOSPITAL
- AHIABUKOPE CHPS
- KOJO ASHONG CHPS
- DOMESAMPAMAN CHPS

MAYERA H/C
- MAYERA FAASE H/C
- SAMSAM COMMUNITY CLINIC
- OTSRIKOMFO CHPS
- MAWUSI MATERNITY HOME
- DUNYO BUS STOP

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

TEMA METRO
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

TEMA NORTH
NARH-BITHA HOSPITAL
SUBIN VALLEY
VIENNA CITY
24 HOURS CLINIC

COMMUNITY ONE
TMA CLINIC
KWESI PLANGE CHPS
MANTEDIN SCHOOL
POLICE STATION

TEMA SOUTH
TEMA GENERAL HOSPITAL
RAPHAL MEDICAL CENTER
TDC CLUB HOUSE
PRESBY CHURCH

MANHEAN
LIGHTHOUSE
BANKUMAN CHPS
ONINKU CHPS
HARBOUR
HOMOWO

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

WEIJA-GBAWE
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

WEIJA
WEIJA-GBAWE MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
MUNICIPAL ASSEMBLY PREMISE
ROYAL GOOD SHEPHERD HOSPITAL
WIABOMAN

OBLOGO
OBLOGO HEALTH CENTER
OBLOGO PALACE
CHURCHES

MALLAM
MALLAM DEMONSTRATION CLINIC
SDA HOSPITAL
CLUSTER OF SCHOOLS
METHODIST CHURCH
MASALACHI/ MALLAM STATION

VACCINATION STARTS FROM
2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT

AYAWASO EAST
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

KANDA.
37 HOSPITAL RUGA

NIMA WEST.
NEAR YARO CLINIC

NIMA EAST.
NIMA GOVERNMENT CLINIC 441

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
DEPLOYMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINATION IN GREATER ACCRA REGION

DISTRICT: GA NORTH
KNOW YOUR VACCINATION CENTRE

POKUASE
- METHODIST CHURCH
- ABENSU
- STADIUM
- KINGDOM
- ALLOSAM
- ANYWAY
- TIGO POLE
- AYAWASO TOWNSHIP
- AGHIAITO
- HOLY HILLS
- NII AYI
- POKUASE
- AMPWOSAMAN
- AYAWASO LORRY STATION
- HOBEN CLINIC
- AREA COUNCIL
- POKUASE HEALTH CENTER
- DOMEABRA
- ACP CLINIC
- ACP ZION SCHOOL
- SKY VIEW HOSPITAL
- EPHATA DOWN
- EPHATA DOWN

OFANKOR
- AMAMOLEY ZONE
- ROCKY DOWN
- ROMAN CHURCH
- CANADA
- BASS SCHOOL
- ODUMASI JUNCTION
- AGYA HERBAL
- WHITE HOUSE
- NARJJO
- ACP BLOCK FACTORY
- GRTMS MATERNITY HOME
- OMANJOR LORRY STATION
- OMANJOR PENTECOST CHURCH
- OMANJOR CWC CENTER
- CAPITO

AMANFROM
- AMANFROM HEALTH CENTER
- FISE CONTINUATION CHURCH
- FISE MERICRESCENT AREA
- WO AREA
- SONITA AREA
- THREE JUNCTION AREA

TROBU
- ST JOHN'S
- RAHMAN
- AREEJA HOSPITAL
- STAR OF HOPE
- BJ
- COMMERCIAL BANK
- ECOBANK
- NIGEJ CLINIC
- HOLY DOME
- URGENT CARE
- PROVIDENCE
- MELGOME
- MILE SEVEN PARK
- ALHAJI FILLING STATION
- PENTECOST CHURCH FISHPOND

VACCINATION STARTS FROM 2ND MARCH, 2021
## Deployment of COVID-19 Vaccination in Greater Accra Region

### District: Ayawaso North

**Kwaotsuru**
- Maamobi General Hospital
- Daamata CHPS
- St. Francis Xavier R/C Basic School
- Ayebeeng Primaries KG
- William Wilberforce INT. School
- Premier Angles/ Queens Royal
- Kotobabi 13 JHS
- Ayawaso North Municipal Education Directorate

**Maamobi East**
- Urban Aid Hospital
- Jubilee CHPS
- Red Cross
- Ladidi CHPS
- Darul Hijra Islamic School
- Pride of the East School
- Guidance Preparatory School
- Charity Home Day Care
- Sala’s School
- Al-Banat Preparatory School

**Maamobi West**
- Royal Star Clinic
- Zackmed Clinic
- Interco CHPS
- Acotex CHPS
- Interco Preparatory & JHS
- Allhaji Saka Memorial Prep, School
- Sunshine Day Care
- Ep Bethel International School
- Bens Glow Academy
- High Way Preparatory School
- Greater Care International School

Vaccination starts from 2nd March, 2021.